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FTA Management Oversight 
• FTA defines oversight as a continuous review and 

evaluation of grantee and FTA processes to ensure 
compliance with statutory, administrative, and 
regulatory requirements.  

• FTA oversees thousands of grants(awards) provided 
to grantees to support public transportation. 
Grantees have a responsibility to comply with 
statutory and regulatory requirements associated 
with the management of federally assisted 
grants(awards). 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
FTA evaluates grantee adherence to grant administration requirements through a comprehensive oversight program. FTA’s master agreement, which grantees and FTA sign specifies these requirements. Purpose of the Master Agreement This FTA Master Agreement contains the standard terms and conditions governing the administration of the Project that FTA has financed with Federal assistance (funds or funding) awarded through an Underlying Agreement with the Recipient, It’s updated annually.Latest October 1, 2015 (MA 22)Projects provide their promised benefits, are safe and can be properly maintained, and are delivered on time, within budget and in compliance with all applicable Federal requirements.



FTA Management Oversight 
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• Grant(Award) Modifications 
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Grantee(Recipient) Responsibilities 
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• Administer and manage Federal grants(awards) 
and grant(award) supported activities.  

• Ensure conformity to grant agreements, 
applicable statutes, codes, ordinances, and 
safety standards.  

• Ensure compliance with FTA requirements on the 
part of agencies, sub-recipients, consultants, 
contractors, and subcontractors working under 
approved third party contracts or inter-agency 
agreements.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide and the next 5 slides outline the high-level – over arching responsibilities of A recipient of FTA Capital Assistance, often referred to as a “grantee,” is responsible grantees. Administering and managing the grant in compliance with Federal regulations, grant agreement and applicable FTA circulars. Provide, directly or by contract, adequate technical inspection and supervision by qualified professionals of all work in progress.Common problem: Inadequate Resources/ExperienceEnsure conformity to grant agreements, applicable statutes, codes, ordinances, and safety standards. Common problem: Lack of Compliance with FTA Rules



Grantee(Recipient) Responsibilities 

• Maintain the project work schedule. 
• Monitor grant(award) activities to ensure that 

schedules are met and other performance goals 
are achieved. 

• Keep expenditures within the latest approved 
Award Budget. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss project delays and project management concerns with the FTA regional office. Obtain copies of project management plans and quality control procedures, if written. During the site visit, ask the grantee to describe its quality control procedures for construction projects, revenue rolling stock procurements, and technology projects. If the grantee contracts for such services, review the scope of services of those contracts along with progress reports from the contractors. When delays are due to poor performance by contractors, examine how the grantee managed the delay and tried to improve performance by the contractor.Provide, directly or by contract, adequate technical inspection and supervision by qualified professionals of all work in progress.Obtain and review the grantee’s standard subrecipient agreement for each program. On site, discuss withstaff.



Grantee(Recipient) Responsibilities 
• Account for project property, provide 

for its repair and replacement, and 
maintain property inventory records 

• Request and withdraw Federal cash 
only in amounts and at times as 
needed to make payments that are 
immediately due and payable (3 day 
Rule) 
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Grantee(Recipient) Responsibilities 
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• Demonstrate and retain satisfactory continuing 
control over the use of project property.  

• Ensure that effective control and accountability 
is maintained for all grants, subgrants, cash, 
project property, and other assets. 

• Grantees and subgrantees must ensure that 
resources are properly used and safe-guarded, 
and that funds, equipment, and property are 
used solely for authorized purposes.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MUST TRACK, CONTROL, MONITOR AND DISPOSE ALL FEDERAL EQUIPMENT PROPERLYEQUIPMENT INVENTORIESMAINTENANCE RECORDS OF VEHICLESANNUAL VEHICLE USE CERTIFICATIONSPERIODIC REPORTING OF VEHICLE USE



Grantee(Recipient) Responsibilities 
• Ensure Project Property is maintained in a 

State of Good Repair with a proper Preventive 
Maintenance Program and effective Asset 
Management System 
– Rolling Stock 
– Facilities 
– Equipment 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review information from the past two years (if available) in NTD, including the following specific metrics:Miles between major and minor service interruptionsTotal vehicle maintenance expense per mileAverage fleet age Review any available reports on grantee safety incidents.Obtain samples of preventive maintenance reports provided to management for all FTA-funded assets.Review recurring PM management reports for FTA-funded rolling stock, facilities, and facility-related equipment, including how often they are generated and who receives them.As part of scoping review activities, examine the grantee’s vehicle maintenance plan(s) and/or program(s), and PM checklists. While on site, review the recommended PM procedures and updates of the manufacturer. When performing a review of a bus system, compare the interval for the change of engine oil and filters in the grantee’s PM plan and checklists with the max interval specified in the engine manufacturer’s maintenance manual. When performing a review of a rail or ferry system, check that the PM plan prescribes a scheduled series of PM actions to be performed at predetermined intervals.



Grantee(Recipient) Responsibilities 
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• Prepare and submit FTA required Reports  -  
 TrAMS, NTD, Civil Rights, Drug and Alcohol, etc. 
• Update and retain FTA required reports and records 

for availability during reviews – SMR, Triennials 
• Ensure an annual single audit is conducted in 

accordance with 2 CFR part 200, which is 
incorporated by reference in 2 CFR part 1201(DOT 
regulations) 

• Ensure any other program reviews are submitted – 
TIGER, NS, etc. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reporting Requirements – This presentation is going to discuss the reporting requirements in detail, but a Common problem:  Late or Incomplete ReportingAll financial, programmatic records and supporting documentation must be retained for a period of 3 years.On December 19, 2014, a joint interim final rule was published, implementing for all Federal award-making agencies the final guidance “Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards” (commonly referred to as the “Super Circular”), which was published by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) on December 26, 2013. The Super Circular consolidates eight existing grant-related circulars (including OMB Circulars A-110, A-122, and A-133) into a single, comprehensive policy guide located in Title 2 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). The Super Circular applies to the administration of all federal grants and cooperative agreements as of December 26, 2014. The audit requirements contained in the Super Circular apply to all federal grant and cooperative agreement awards for fiscal years beginning on or after December 26, 2014.
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Grant(Award) Management 
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FTA C 5010.1D: Grants Management Requirements  
(Proposed C 5010.1E Award Management Requirements) 
 
Real property, equipment and supplies, rolling stock, 
and facilities purchased or constructed for project 
purposes must be managed, used, and disposed of in 
accordance with applicable laws and regulations.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generally speaking, grants management is everything that happens after the grant is awarded until it is closed out. 



Grant(Award) Management 
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Real Property 
• NEPA Approval 
• Must Meet Uniform Act 49 CFR Part 24 
• Appraisals and Review Appraisals on file 
• FTA Concurrence 
 >$500k 
 In kind contributions (during grant application process) 
 Administrative settlements >$50k 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The FTA has identified real estate as a high risk area because:many transit grantees only acquire land intermittently and never fully develop expertise in the process. There may be either state/local laws or regulations that must be followed if the power of eminent domain will be used for the project.3. Significant project delays can often result from the failure to comply, especially if steps were not taken in a logical order, or if the schedule was overly ambitious. It can also result when the scope and cost of the project is not appropriately defined.The acquisition of real estate and the displacement of persons for an FTA assisted project is regulated by the Uniform Act. the Uniform Relocation and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as amended (Uniform Act or URA), and its implementing regulations found at 49 CFR Part 24.NEPA:FTA extends pre-award authority for relocations and property acquisition upon completion of the NEPA process (with a ROD, FONSI, or CE determination) Prior Concurrence Requirements for Appraisals and Settlements —1. appraisals of property with a value exceeding $500,000 will need pre-approval by the FTA prior to extending an offer to the property owner. FTA can focus its resources on the highest valued parcels, and benefit from a streamlined acquisition process for grantees.2. FTA concurrence of the appraised value is required when the grantee is proposing an in-kind contribution of any value. This would apply if the appraised value is used as a credit toward the local matching share where the property had been previously owned by the grantee.3. Administrative Settlement —“any settlement in excess of … the approved just compensation. FTA is clear in requiring support for any amount of money paid in excess of the approved appraisal.The practical application of the law and the other regulatory materials is often confusing for grantees. This course is an introduction to those issues and provides attendees with a hands-on experience for many aspects of the real estate requirements. These include appraisals, appraisal review, negotiation, relocation, and the development of a RAMP and Relocation Plan. Additionally, the course discusses non-Uniform Act issues such as in-kind contributions and donations.The FTA offers a two-day training class on FTA Real EstateRequirements that focuses on the new 5010 requirements. The class is free of charge to eligible transit grantees, and training is offered periodically in all FTA regions. For additional information on these courses, consult the National Transit Institute Website at www.ntionline.com/courses.



Grant(Award) Management 
• Satisfactory Continuing Control of FTA Funded Assets 
o Useful Life, FTA provides a minimum useful life 

policy for capital rolling stock, trolleys, ferries, and 
facilities in C 5010.1D. If property is prematurely 
withdrawn from service, FTA must be immediately 
notified. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCC:  The grantee must ensure that FTA-funded property will remain available to be used for its originally authorized purpose throughout its useful life until disposition.Mention that if have vehicles in future grants, they should read up on this section regarding the requirements specific to vehicle acquisitions.DispositionBefore the end of useful life, any disposition of project property requires prior FTA approval. If project property is removed from service, the Federal interest returned to FTA is the greater of the fair market value or the remaining value per straight line depreciation.After meeting useful life, any disposition of property with a fair market value greater than $5,000 shall reimburse FTA the amount calculated by multiplying the total aggregate fair market value at the time of disposition, or the net sale proceeds, by the percentage of FTA’s participation in the original grant. If the fair market value is less than $5,000, there is no further obligation to FTA.States can set their own useful life policies.  Some use FTA’s, but not all.



Grant(Award) Management 

• Rolling Stock and Equipment Management 
Procedures 
 Equipment Records must be maintained by 

grantee 
 
 

• Disposition 
 Reached Useful Life? 
 Fair Market Value >$5K? 
 Available options per 5010.1D 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do we provide oversight?Ask the grantee to provide a list of real property removed from the service originally intended or put to additional or substitute uses since the last review. Ask the grantee to provide a copy of all notifications to FTA of any change from the approved use of FTA funded real property. Ask the grantee to provide excess property utilization plans and documentation of disposition of FTA funded property. Discuss during the site visit. Verify that the excess real property utilization plan is up-to-date.5010 is a resource for DOTs, but they are able to follow their own state processes for disposing of vehicles.



Grant(Award) Management 

Incidental Use 
• Defined as the authorized use of real property 

(and equipment) acquired or improved with FTA 
funds for purposes of transit, but which also has 
limited non-transit purposes due to transit  
operating circumstances. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Property still needs to be used for an FTA project or program, and the incidental use cannot compromise safety or continuing control over the property.How do we provide oversight?Examine grantee files or TEAM-Web for correspondence regarding incidental use. Review a sample lease agreement to ensure that it enables the grantee to maintain continuing control of the property/facility. During the site visit, if incidental use of project property/facility is observed, ask the grantee to provide documentation that FTA approved the incidental use. Review budgets or financial reports to ensure that proceeds are used to support the transit program.



Grant(Award) Management 

• Inactive Grant(Award) 
– Fully disbursed or more than three years old and 

no disbursements for past year 
 

• Grant(Award) Close out 
– 90 days after all activities are completed  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
FTA places a priority on closing out grants for which activity has ceased. FTA identifies grants that should be potentially closed out as those that are 100 percent disbursed or those that were obligated more than three years before and have not had a disbursement within the past 12 months.Grants that have been inactive for a substantial length of time should also be closed unless the grantee has a good explanation, and activity is likely to resume soon. If a grant has been delayed for a substantial period of time and the grantee does not have a reasonable explanation, FTA may determine that the funds should be deobligated and the grant closed.Oversight: discuss grant administration procedures, the status of each open grant, reasons why older funds were not spent first, any significant delays in project completion, the reasons for such delays, recovery plans, and project close dates. Have the grantee identify remaining project activities and the projected dates for project completion and grant closeout. Determine if inactive grants or grants with indefinitely delayed projects should be closed.



Financial Management 
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Financial Management 
• Internal Controls  

o Grantees and sub-grantees must ensure that resources 
are properly used and safeguarded, and that they are 
used solely for authorized purposes. 

• Allowable and Disallowed Costs  
• Cost Allocation Plan (CAP) and Indirect Cost Rate Proposals 

must be approved by FTA or another cognizant federal 
agency 

• Local match: available at time of disbursement for  
each draw 

• Ensure sound Financial Plan for project implementation  
and long term operations 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention that if have vehicles in future grants, they should read up on this section regarding the requirements specific to vehicle acquisitions.The grantee may initiate draws only when cash is needed for immediate reimbursement and must disburse the funds within three business days.Disbursement means that the grantee no longer controls the money (e.g., a check has been sent to a vendor). If the funds are not disbursed within three business days, FTA can charge interest beginning on day four. In most cases, grantees request funds on a reimbursement basis (after expenses have been incurred and paid).



Financial Management 
• ECHO: Electronic Clearing House Operation 

– Records must support each ECHO request.  
– Changes to the ECHO Web System, following must be 

submitted: 
• ECHO Web Change/Modify Form 
• ECHO Web User Access Form (signed by the 

Authorizing Official) – No communal e-mail addresses 
• Rules of Conduct Form 
• Authorization and Certification Form (this form must be 

submitted on your letterhead) 
– If you have any questions:  

• Lauren Pessoa at 404-865-5620 
email: lauren.pessoa@dot.gov 19 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grantees request federal funds through the U.S Department of Treasury Electronic Clearing House Operation (ECHO) system. The grantee’s records must support ECHO requests. The information should be traced back to an invoice for goods or services or timesheets, and be supported by information from the grantee’s accounting system. Either the individual who is the registered ECHO approving official, or a person to whom this person has delegated the authority in writing, must approve each ECHO request. The approving/authorizing official must not draw the funds.Electronic Clearing House Operations is a web based application which is owned by the FTA and is maintained by the Office of Administration (TAD).  ECHO is the primary automated application used by FTA grantees to request payments from the grant award.  The ECHO Web can be accessed for submission of payments 24 hours a day everyday except year-end closing.  Remember payment are processed Monday thru Friday except for Federal Holidays.  If payments are requested before 2:00 pm they are usually paid the same day
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FTA Oversight Reviews 
• Program Oversight Reviews: 

– Comprehensive Reviews 
• Triennial Review  
• State Management Review (SMR) 

– Specialized Reviews 
• Financial Management Oversight (FMO) Review 
• Procurement Systems Review (PSR) 

– Civil Rights 
• Title VI Review, DBE Review, EEO Review and 

ADA Review 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention that if have vehicles in future grants, they should read up on this section regarding the requirements specific to vehicle acquisitions.



FTA Oversight Reviews 
• Safety Oversight: 

– Drug and Alcohol Program Compliance Audits 
– State Safety Oversight Program Audit 
– FTA Voluntary Bus Transit Safety and Security 

Reviews 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention that if have vehicles in future grants, they should read up on this section regarding the requirements specific to vehicle acquisitions.



FTA Oversight Reviews 
• Project Oversight Reviews 

– Project Management Oversight (PMO) 
Reviews 

• Financial Capacity Review 
• Cost, Scope, Schedule and Risk Reviews 
• Project Management Plan, Technical Capacity and 

Capability Reviews  
• Readiness for Operations Review 

– Safety Security Readiness Review (SSRR) 
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Reporting Requirements 
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• Federal Financial Report (FFR) 
 

• Milestone Progress Report (MPR) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are several post-award reporting requirements that must be met. They include – reports in TrAMS that provide the financial and milestone progress for each of your grantsCivil Rights reports – depending on the thresholds – you may be required to submit particular civil rights reportsNational Transit Database – NTD – this was a new requirement for the State DOTS with the passage of SAFETEA-LU and we’ll talk more about it in a few minutes. Lastly- A-133. This is not an exhaustive list, but just illustrative of some of the more important reports that are required – as you all know there are also Drug and alcohol reports that are required of grantees, however, we are only going to focus on these today, due to the limited time. 



Reporting Requirements 
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Federal Financial Report (FFR) 
• The purpose of the FFR is to provide a current, 

complete and accurate financial picture of the 
grant(award) 

• Prepared on the accrual basis of accounting 
• FFR’s must be submitted for all active 

grants(awards)  
• Submitted electronically in TrAMS 
• If Pre-Award authority was requested then an initial 

FFR at grant(award) execution must be submitted 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FFRs – Federal Financial Reports. FFRs are submitted in TEAM and are either submitted quarterly or annually, depending on the size of your population area. However, the reporting frequency is different for STATE DOTs. FTA is updating its guidance on this to reflect current practice – STATE DOTs are required to report annually at a minimum on the majority of the programs. However, Regional offices can require more frequent reporting – i.e. quarterly – as a result of an oversight review. And for the section 5309 grants, they are required to submit quarterly reports. We’ve found that many of our States prefer to report quarterly to keep up with the information and data. I think GDOT reports quarterly for all grants and ALDOT reports annually, maybe with the ??The FFRS are very important, b/c it is your opportunity to report the expenditures during the previous reporting period. While we can see the drawdowns posted in TEAM, we use the data you provide to compare and make sure that the grantee is reporting all expenditures. 



Reporting Requirements 
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Milestone Progress Reports (MPRs) 
• Complete data list to be reported in C 5010.1D 
• Include details for all budget or schedule 

changes. 
• Include dates of expected or actual requests for 

bid, delivery of assets, etc. 
• Enter revised estimated completion dates when 

original estimated completion dates are not met 
and provide reason. 

• Enter actual completion dates for completed 
milestones 

• Additional information may be attached in TrAMS  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identification of problem areas and narrative on how the problems will be solved. Discussion of the expected impacts and the efforts to recover from the delays.
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Grant(Award) Modifications 
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Types of grant modifications: 
 

1. Budget Revision 
2. Grant(Award) Amendment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Budget Revisions (Guidance in 5010.1D, Pg III-11)Budget revisions are allowed if there is no change in the grantee purpose, scope codes, and Federal fundingSubmit budget revisions in TEAM using the “Revise Project Budget” screenBudget revisions are generally changes to ALIs amounts (move funds between existing ALIs) Budget revision requests must include a reason for the revision and the source of the funding.  Each ALI being adjusted, either by quantity or dollar amount, must include a brief explanation.Under certain circumstances, a grantee must obtain FTA approval before incurring costs for proposed budget revisions. For these grants, the proposed budget revision must be submitted in TEAM and approved before incurring costs associated with the budget revision. 



Grant(Award) Modifications 
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Budget Revision 
– Overall grant amount must not change.  
– New scopes may not be added.   
– Budget revisions are generally changes to Activity 

Line Item (ALI) amounts or descriptions moving 
funds from one ALI to another. 

– New ALI’s may be added to existing scopes. 
– C5010.1D guidance for allowable budget revisions, 

requirements, and the rules governing when prior 
FTA approval is needed or not before incurring costs 

– Budget revisions may be made in TrAMS for grants 
that were transferred from TEAM. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following Budget Revisions do not require prior FTA approval:The federal share of the grant exceeds $100,000 and the change in the cumulative amount of funds allocated to each scope from the originally approved scope does not exceed 20 percent; orFor revenue rolling stock, when the changes in the number of vehicles is less than two units (for grants with fewer than 10 vehicles) or less than 20 percent from the quantity identified in the original grant. Before the grantee incurs costs, FTA approval must be obtained if the proposed budget revision meets any of the following criteria:The federal share of the grant exceeds $100,000 and the change in the cumulative amount of funds allocated to each scope from the originally approved scope exceeds 20 percent.Federal funds are transferred between ALIs with different federal matching ratios, such as moving funds from a capital activity with a match ratio of 80/20 to an operating activity with a match ratio of 50/50.  This activity also requires a financial purpose code (FPC) transfer.Changing the federal share of an existing ALI, such as changing an ALI from 80/20 to 83/17 to account for compliance with ADA or CAA requirements.For revenue rolling stock, when the budget revision changes the number of vehicles to be purchased by more than two units (for grants with fewer than 10 vehicles) or more than 20 percent from the quantity identified in the original grant. The budget revision changes the size or physical characteristics of the items in the ALIs without changing the project scope.The addition or deletion of an ALI to an existing scope included in the grant, provided that the request does not change the amount of federal funds awarded in the original grant or change the scope of the project contained in the grant.  On 5311/5310 grants, states have a little more flexibility in doing budget revisions.



Grant(Award) Modifications 
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Grant Amendment 
– A grant amendment is required when there is either a 

change in scope or Federal funds are added to an 
existing grant.  

– Grant amendments are subject to the same 
application requirements as a new grant (FTA 
review). 

– Grant amendments may not be made for grants that 
were transferred from TEAM to TrAMS. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grant amendments are required when there is either a change in the scope or an addition of Federal funds to an existing grantGrant amendments are subject to the same application requirements as a new grant request (FTA, DOL review)Grantees submit grant amendments in TEAM using the “Create Amendment” screenChange of Scope includes:A change in the quantity of items to be purchased or constructed that materially change the purpose or intent of the approved grant.The addition of a new project scope code or the deletion a project scope code if the deletion affects the intent or objectives of the grant.The addition of an ALI that results from an amendment to the approved TIP/STIP.Zero dollar amendments are allowable if the funding is within the period of availability.
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 FTA Public Website www.transit.dot.gov  
 Master Agreement  (MA 22) www.transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/docs/22-

Master_Agreement_FY2016_-_3-1-15_-_FINAL.pdf  
 FTA Final Circulars www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/fta-

circulars/final-circulars  
 Best Practices Procurement Manual 

www.transit.dot.gov/funding/procurement/third-party-procurement/best-practices-
procurement-manual  

 Third Party Frequently Asked Questions 
www.transit.dot.gov/funding/procurement/third-party-procurement/third-party-
procurement-faqs  

 FTA Triennial Review Workshop Workbook 
 FTA State Management Review (SMR) Workshop Workbook 
 National Transit Institute (NTI) Courses www.ntionline.com  
 National Transit Database (NTD) Glossary 

www.ntdprogram.gov/ntdprogram/Glossary.htm  

http://www.transit.dot.gov/
http://www.transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/docs/22-Master_Agreement_FY2016_-_3-1-15_-_FINAL.pdf
http://www.transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/docs/22-Master_Agreement_FY2016_-_3-1-15_-_FINAL.pdf
http://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/fta-circulars/final-circulars
http://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/fta-circulars/final-circulars
http://www.transit.dot.gov/funding/procurement/third-party-procurement/best-practices-procurement-manual
http://www.transit.dot.gov/funding/procurement/third-party-procurement/best-practices-procurement-manual
http://www.transit.dot.gov/funding/procurement/third-party-procurement/third-party-procurement-faqs
http://www.transit.dot.gov/funding/procurement/third-party-procurement/third-party-procurement-faqs
http://www.ntionline.com/
http://www.ntdprogram.gov/ntdprogram/Glossary.htm


Guidance and Resources 
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 FTA Final Circulars www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/fta-
circulars/final-circulars  

C5010.1D(E) Grants(Award) Management Requirements 
C4220.1F Third Party Contracting  
C9030.1E Urbanized Area Formula Application Instructions (5307 

Program) 
C9040.1G Formula Grants for Rural Areas: Program Guidance and 

Application Instructions (5311 Program) 
C9070.1G Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities 

Program Guidance and Application Instructions (5310 Program) 
C5100.1 Bus and Bus Facilities Program: Guidance and Application 

Instructions (5339 Program) 
C5300.1 State of Good Repair Grant Program: Guidance and Application 

Instructions (5337 Program) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While C 5010.1 contains the post-award guidance applicable to all applicable FTA programs, several other programs have individual program circulars that contain pre-award instructions, project management guidance, and unique administrative requirements that apply to the Award. 

http://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/fta-circulars/final-circulars
http://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/fta-circulars/final-circulars


Questions? 
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